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Abstract (en)
[Problem] Disasters such as earthquakes occurred frequently, and at the occurrence of the disaster, a rescue running operation has been performed
by causing an elevator to arrive at a refuge floor or the nearest floor, and the elevator has been thereafter brought into a closed-door cessation state
for the sake of safety. It has become necessary to cope with a case where a passenger having failed to escape from an elevator cage has fallen
into a confined state in such a closed-door running-cessation state of the elevator. [Means for Resolution] An elevator control apparatus comprises
passenger detection means for detecting the existence or nonexistence of a passenger in an elevator cage when a closed-door running-cessation
state has continued for, at least, a predetermined time period in a state where the elevator cage has arrived at a predetermined floor, announcement
issue means for making a getting-off prompt announcement which prompts the passenger in the elevator cage to getting off the elevator cage,
after the passenger detection means has detected the passenger in the elevator cage, and door control means for forcibly opening the door of the
elevator cage after the announcement issue means has made the getting-off prompt announcement.
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